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In this incompleteness of the world

There is only (≥) the or-poem

Little minus

-------------

A letter of a sweet spirit =

0 0 0 0 0

méga

just not powerful enough

!

To describe the arithmetic of

numbers &
natura

an ω-consistent

called numerically segregative
(or **Omega - IN consist**ent)?

Only a collection of sentences
And behaviours
that
does lead to a logical contradiction
(syntactically)

*but* also avoid proving.

**C**ertain

infinite combinations
of sentences *axioms* that are
intuitively contrasting

(U**p** to the present, 

there is not a pr**o**of

of (a) contradiction)

W**ho** can introduce

the C**oncept**

in the course of proving

the incompleteness theorem?
... Of the \(-(\forall)\)-Po_{EM} theory is a theory

\text{theory} = \text{the or } +y-X-z...

Religious Cardinal

Or

Ordinal legions

Nominal \text{or-}

Chaoticus

Numbers

Of Chao s

The « Complex »

or EM

= Table

The topological Plate

Of my brain

\textit{(Hypotetically 22/02/2022)}
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